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legal creativity in eu external relations: the ... - legal creativity in eu external relations: the stabilization
and association agreement between the eu and kosovo peter van elsuwege * this article puts the specific
features of the stabilization and association agreement (saa) selected publications on - ecropa - towards
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area of civilian crisis management / claudia major, christian mölling. european union crisis management in
afghanistan and kosovo ... - introduction international peacebuilding interventions navigate a fine line
between political oversight and managerial freedom. this is an important insight produced by the recent
institutional turn in international peace research. report 02/06 post-conflict peacebuilding and national
... - been tried in the past, from the “light footprint” approach employed in afghanistan to more intrusive,
trusteeship-like forms of international involvement furnished with broader mandates and greater financial and
personnel resources such as in kosovo. 23 in this issue editorial - odihpn - populations at far greater riske
political and military interventions in kosovo and afghanistan, and now also in iraq, have been justified by
those undertaking them at least partly on humanitarian grounds; but many believe that this merging the
united nations and nato - voltaire net - the united nations and nato janka oertel, m.a. friedrich-schilleruniversity jena/christian-albrechts-university kiel schauenburger str. 45 kiel, 24105 (germany) justice
mechanisms and the question of legitimacy - kosovo, east timor, and now afghanistan, the "international
community" ceased to be an abstraction and took on a palpable presence as the effective government of the
country in question” (97). building a peace economy? - muse.jhu - those in sierra leone and afghanistan,
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afghanistan.....13 box 3 actions ultra vires in kosovo.....14 box 4 discriminatory practices in property and
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